A Quick Snapshot:
Microsoft Dynamics GP
Functionality for
Wholesale Distributors

Customer Templates

Extended Pricing

Customer templates support faster order entry
by providing order history to telesales staff.
Customer templates also support you to increase
satisfaction, it highlights products which may
have been missed as well as products the
customer has stopped buying, highlighting
opportunities for up-sell.

Microsoft Dynamics GP includes extended
pricing functionality, however as a Microsoft
Dynamics Silver development partner we have
developed this further as we understand that
some customers have a need to manage more
complex pricing models.

Customer Call Scheduling
Supports proactive call out campaigns, each
telesales agent can manage their own list of
customers via a call list, view their call history
and manage requests for call backs. Call
scheduling helps ensure customers are contacted
at the right time to tie in with their requirements
and the organisation’s delivery capabilities.

Catalogue Sales
This module supports catalogue based selling.
Telesales staff can immediately fulfil customer
requirements via this module. Prompts make
telesales staff aware of substitute or related
products or items on offer. Products can be listed
in any order e.g. by margin, supporting your
business to be at its most profitable.

“We are delighted with the impact
that the m-hance system has had in
bringing us up to date in technology
terms. Dynamics GP will enable us
to grow as a business in the way we
want to and to continue to deliver
exceptional levels of customer
service throughout our business.”
Stephen Sweeney
Financial Director
Campbells Prime Meats

Wholesale Distribution customers can use this
module to deploy aggregate pricing based on
multiple item purchases, depot or warehouse
specific pricing and cost uplift pricing.

Extended Pricing Integration
Pricing can often be one of the most intensive
areas of data maintenance. One of the
challenges for the team responsible for pricing
data maintenance can be to keep up with new
deals as they are stuck by the sales team offline.
Using Extended Pricing Integration, price lists
can be exported to Excel, updated in Excel, and
then imported back into GP with an activation
start date.

“With the new system installed, turnover
has increased by 78% whilst our staff
levels have remained pretty much
the same. There is also a widespread
acceptance in the business that we are
significantly more efficient and certainly
better informed.”
Douglas Dunbar
Financial Director
Leathams Limited

Price Negotiation

Automated Data Capture

This pricing calculator pulls together all of the
information that may assist a sales person to
negotiate on price for example cost and order
history whilst showing the impact on margin.
By using this tool your sales force will be better
informed and more able to secure a deal with a
customer whilst being confident of the margin
achieved.

The m-hance Automated Data Capture module
(ADC) enables warehouse operatives to carry
out goods receipt, order picking and stock take
activities via a hand-held terminal linked to
Microsoft Dynamics GP.

Catchweights

This module allows users to specify a delivery
window; where forward orders have a requested
ship date that falls outside of the specified
delivery window, free stock will not be impacted.
This ensures that ex-stock remains available
so that more immediate orders can be fulfilled,
improving customer satisfaction and sales.

Some products may be priced based on a
particular unit of measurement e.g. a certain
weight, a particular length. Catchweights means
where a product is bought or sold at a slightly
different weight or length, this is considered and
the exact selling or purchase price recalculated.
This module allows Wholesale Distributors
to correctly and accurately value their stock,
prior to invoice production, reducing errors and
improving customer satisfaction.

Retrospective Discounts

Item Life Cycle

Demand for sales retrospective discounts often
originate from the customer themselves. Larger
corporate customers may dictate the ways in
which they wish to see these arrangements
structured. The module is designed to be flexible
enough to meet a range of needs that may differ
widely from customer to customer.

This module allows Wholesale Distributors
to set stock to “Do Not Sell” or “Do Not
Purchase” status. For example where an item
is discontinued the user can sell existing stock
but would be prevented from placing orders
that would require replenishment. Equally new
items can be created but not sold whilst the
Wholesaler Distributor is setting up supplier
details, understanding costs etc.

Forward Orders

Advanced Inventory Replenishment

Consolidated Invoicing

The Advanced Inventory Replenishment module
(AIR) is a sophisticated tool designed to analyse
stock and predict future stock demand using
industry standard replenishment calculations
such as buying frequency, and minimum and
maximum stock holdings.

Consolidated Invoicing allows users to merge
multiple invoice documents into a single
consolidated invoice document. Large corporate
accounts sometimes demand consolidated
invoicing from their suppliers. Being able to
provide this option can make the difference
between winning and losing a major account.

Vendor Pricing
This allows Wholesale Distributors to see up-todate supplier prices. This enables buyers to see
whether there are any benefits associated with
buying larger quantities or sourcing from an
alternate and cheaper supplier.

Reserved Stock
This module caters for situations where a
Wholesale Distributor wishes to allocate stock
to a particular customer, for example where a
customer is contracted to purchasing a certain
quantity of stock this stock can be reserved to
support fulfilment.

“With Microsoft Dynamics GP our
users now have quicker access to
more data, so they can perform their
roles in a more informed and
personally satisfying way.”
Kieren Briscoe
IT Manager
Midland Chilled Foods

Vehicle Load Planning
The effective use of a vehicle fleet, whether it’s
your own or a third party’s, demands the ability
to organise deliveries quickly and easily based
upon known routes, product weights and vehicle
capacities. Vehicle Load Planning provides all
of these facilities in an easy to use, interactive
planning module.

Trade Counter
This Front Counter module provides the full
functionality of Microsoft Dynamics GP order
entry at the point of sale. The module allows full
integration with hardware such as cash drawers,
customer POS displays, barcode scanners
and receipt printers and avoids the cost and
administration involved in setting up a duplicate
sales order processing, inventory and financials
system for your front office business.

About m-hance?
m-hance is a Microsoft Dynamics Gold Partner and we are with you all the way. We are the largest
Microsoft Dynamics GP Partner in Europe with over twenty years of experience supporting our
customers’ end-to-end with their ERP, Dynamics CRM, SharePoint and hosting requirements.
Our preferred approach is to work in collaboration with you.
From an initial discovery meeting, where our experts take the time to understand your business,
right through to project planning, implementation and ongoing support, apart from gaining a more
efficient business, you’ll have peace of mind knowing you can continue to rely on our service and
support whenever you need it – forever.
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